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INTRODUCTION
BY PATRON, SIR TREVOR MCDONALD OBE

SINCE 2009, PLAYERS OF PEOPLE’S
POSTCODE LOTTERY HAVE RAISED 
A STAGGERING £6,565,113 
FOR MISSING PEOPLE.  

This support has saved the lives of people 
who go missing, helped fight for the rights of 
the people who love them, and empowered 
communities across the UK to join the search. 

THANK YOU!
Someone in the UK is reported missing every 90 
seconds. That means that every year hundreds of 
thousands of vulnerable people reach crisis point, 
leave their home and find themselves in danger. 
For their heartbroken loved ones left behind, they 
remain in limbo as they hope for their safe return. 

Children and young people go missing for 
reasons such as conflict, abuse, bereavement, 
grooming and exploitation. Eight in 10 adults 
who go missing face mental health issues such as 
depression, self-harm and suicidal thoughts; or 
are simply at breaking point. Going missing is a 
sign that there is something seriously wrong. 

Our vision is that every missing person is found safe. Our expertly trained staff and volunteers are 
a lifeline when someone disappears, day or night, 365 days a year. We offer practical help with 
the search on behalf of those left behind and provide unique specialised support to ease their 
heartache and improve wellbeing. Being part of the family of charities supported by players has 
been truly transformational.

So much has been achieved in the last 10 years thanks to the support of players. However, there 
remain people reported back then who are still missing today; family members who are still loved 
and never forgotten. With the ongoing support of players, one day we hope to find them and end 
that family’s pain. 

My thanks go to each and every player of People’s Postcode Lottery.

Sir Trevor McDonald OBE
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52,051

helped 24/7 via phone, 
email and text

A TOTAL OF 

MISSING ADULTS, 
CHILDREN AND THEIR 

LOVED ONES, 

12,269
including 4,305 children 

TOTAL OF 

MISSING PEOPLE FOUND, 

THE DIFFERENCE BY YEAR

THEN:
413

people found

NOW:
2,092

people found 

406% increase over 10 years

16,481
supported, many over 

several years

TOTAL OF 

FAMILIES AFFECTED

THE DIFFERENCE BY YEAR

THEN:
675

families

NOW:
2,850
families

322% increase over 10 years

Campaigned 
for two laws to be 

introduced to protect 
the rights of families 
of missing people – 
creating a legacy for 
anyone affected in 

the future

TRANSFORMING LIVES  
FOR 10 YEARS: 
DIRECT IMPACT

3,130,134
for support and to help 

find people

www.missingpeople.org.uk 
visited by

PEOPLE
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SARA*, 14, first contacted Missing People 
when she was thinking of running away. Sara told 
us about the different pressures she was facing. Her 
parents had been arguing a lot and she blamed herself 
for the tension at home. She was being bullied at school 
and her boyfriend was pressuring her to engage in 
sexual activity that she was not comfortable with. Sara 
was talking to an older man she had met online through 
a pro-bulimia website. He was offering her a place to 
stay and help to purchase a fake ID. Sara was confused 
and experiencing feelings of shame and guilt, and was 
displaying low self-esteem. 

Through our support, Sara gradually became more 
assured of herself and more aware of harm that others 
could pose to her if she did decide to leave home. 
Over two months, Sara was supported to make safer 
decisions and to develop her self-esteem. Sara said she 
felt listened to, and that we didn’t judge her. 

THE LIVES YOU HAVE CHANGED

They’re so helpful 
and listen really well, 
very supportive and non-
judgmental. Go to them if 
you need anything at all 
and you’ll come out feeling 
so much better
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He set out from our home in 
Doncaster on his way to school, 
but we found out later that he had 
purchased a ticket to London; and 
from that point, disappeared from 
the face of the earth. 

One of the police officers who 
we spoke to when Andrew first 
went missing suggested the 
charity Missing People could help 
us. Early on, they got a proper 
‘missing poster’ produced; 
something so simple, yet it made 
a huge difference. 

Over time, I’ve lost count of the 
number of times we’ve emailed 
or called the charity. Their 
events are an opportunity to 
speak with other families who 
have been going through similar 
circumstances. The charity has 
created opportunities for us to 
help increase the visibility and 
awareness of the issue. We want 
to make sure that no one else 
has to go through what we have. 
- Kevin, father of Andrew Gosden 
who has been missing since 2007

THE LIVES YOU HAVE CHANGED
Our son, 
Andrew, 

went missing just 
over 10 years 
ago when 
he was 14

Thanks to the support of players, young people like Sara and families like the 
Gosdens can get specialist help 24/7. *Sara’s name has been changed to protect 
her confidentiality.
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PEOPLE 
Nicki Durbin’s son, Luke, went missing missing in 
2006, when he was 19 years old. 

“Over the past 10 years, the biggest impact the 
charity has made to my situation is maintaining 
publicity for Luke, keeping the search for him in the 
public eye. Knowing that someone is there at the 
end of the phone whenever I need support means so 
much to me, and my case worker never forgets Luke’s 
birthday or the anniversary of his disappearance.

‘Missing’ became such a huge part of my life that 
I joined the charity for 18 months as a helpline 
supervisor. It was the best decision I ever made. I 
saw first-hand how brilliantly the organisation takes 
care of its staff whilst at the same time providing an 
excellent service to missing people and their families. 
I now volunteer as a Community Ambassador, so that 
I can continue to talk passionately about the amazing 

work of the charity, and the issue 
of missing. It’s of no surprise that the 
charity was awarded 14th place in 
the Sunday Times Top 100 Best Not-
For-Profit Organisations To Work For 
awards this year.”

COMMUNITIES 
With the support of players, Missing People has 
created a movement of support for the issue – 
to help us campaign and to find missing people. 

Each year, to mark 
Missing Children’s 
Day, players have 
joined forces with 
the charity to 
help find missing 
children. And it 
works. Last year 
12 of the children 
were found! To 
date, ‘Big Tweet for 
Missing Children’ 
appeals have been retweeted over 200,000 times, 
with over 45 million Twitter impressions. 

PLANET
Players inspired 
Missing People 
to introduce 
its first ‘green 
policy’ to make 
sure our limited 
environmental 
impact is even 
smaller. The 
commitment of 
players to the 
environment 
inspires us to 
constantly strive to 
improve our carbon 
footprint. It led us 
to plant our first ‘memory tree’ as a green way to 
remember all those who are missing. 

TURNING PLAYERS’ FUNDS 
INTO IMPACT
THANKS TO 10 YEARS OF SUPPORT
FROM  PLAYERS OF PEOPLE’S 
POSTCODE LOTTERY, MISSING PEOPLE
HAS SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED
ITS CAPACITY AND IMPACT. 

The charity now has more staff and 
volunteers, in more corners of the UK, 
than ever before. Together, they help 
more than 10,000 people in crisis each 
year who are affected by a disappearance.

I’ve witnessed 
amazing and 

very tangible changes 
within the charity 
over the years; 
campaigning for new 
laws, and influencing 
police strategy for 
example, and I’ve 
seen the impact that 
this has had on 
so many lives.
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INNOVATION

®

A new innovation that 
players helped to make 
possible was the 
introduction of TextSafe®, 
to reach out (via text) to 
people who are reported 
missing to the police. 

The message is sent to our team of caring staff and 
volunteers and lets missing children and adults know 
that our confidential helpline is here for them, for 
free, 24/7. It’s a really effective way to reach people 
who could be in real danger. 

To date, we have sent TextSafe® messages to more 
than 135,922 people reported missing. 

COLLABORATION 
Referral to our services from other charities is a 
common way people find out about us. More than 
12 community partners divert their services to our 
crisis team out of hours, when they might otherwise 
have no provision to help people in that region. These 
partners include Depaul’s Nightstop, and Safe@Last. 
Together, we make sure that, as much as possible, 
children and young people have access to support 
and someone who cares. 

Being part of the People’s Postcode Lottery 
family, we’ve been able to collaborate with other 
organisations to create long-term legacies for the 
people we are here to serve…and to dream BIG!

Child Rescue Alert 
would not have been 
possible without 
players. This life-saving 
project to find children 
who have been 
abducted or whose 
lives are in immediate 
risk, was made possible 
thanks to the Dream 
Fund. 

Launched in 2014 by Sir Bob Geldof (pictured) 
Child Rescue Alert is a partnership between Missing 
People, the National Crime Agency, and education 
specialists, Groupcall.

Patron, Stephen Fry said: 

Child Rescue 
Alert reminds me 

of a fire extinguisher – 
everyone should have one 
ready to use at a moment’s 
notice but we all hope that 
we will never need it

With thanks to an incredible £1million pounds 
from the Dream Fund in 2018, an amazing new 
partnership was launched between Missing 
People and UK search and rescue charity Lowland 
Rescue. Search Dog Heroes aims to prevent and 
prepare for disappearances, and to help find 
people quickly should the worst happen and they 
go missing. Our focus is on people with dementia 
and children with learning difficulties – two groups 
at high risk of going missing.
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Fighting for 
Missing Rights

With the backing of players, 
Missing People has moved from 
being a charity that provided 
great support 10 years ago, to one 
that now also has a unique and 
confident voice to make legislative 
change happen.

Without the legal authority to 
act on a missing relative’s behalf, 
families can struggle to engage 
institutions and keep their 
relative’s affairs in order. From 
banking, mortgages and insurance, 
to benefits and dealing with 
utilities, families report various 
problems and, in the worst cases, 
the missing person’s finances may 
be damaged beyond repair and 
homes may be lost.

HOW WE MAKE PLAYERS’ 
SUPPORT GO EVEN FURTHER: 
ENABLED IMPACT
THE SUPPORT FROM PLAYERS OF THE PEOPLE’S POSTCODE LOTTERY HAS HAD
A TRANSFORMATIONAL EFFECT ON OUR ABILITY TO BUILD OUR CREDIBILITY,
REACH, AND TO RAISE FURTHER VITAL FUNDS.  

Following years of campaigning 
by families and Missing People, 
the government have now 
confirmed that the guardianship 
legislation will be enacted in 
July 2019. 

As part of our Missing Rights 
campaign, Missing People also 
successfully campaigned for 
an improved presumption of 
death system to be introduced 
in England and Wales.

We called for new provisions so 
that that all UK families have access 
to a clear and useable system. The 
Presumption of Death Act 2013 
came fully into force in 2014.

Families with missing loved ones call for better support.

Peter Lawrence, pictured with his missing daughter Claudia, received 
an OBE in 2018 in recognition of his tireless campaigning for 
Guardianship law to be introduced.
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Leveraging players support

As you can see from the graph, the charity’s annual 
income has more than doubled since players support 
began. With the long-term commitment made by 
players, Missing People has been able to attract new 
match funding, reduce volatility, and improve our 
return on investment (currently £6 raised for every 
£1 we invest in fundraising). 

To deliver our ambitious plans to help more people in 
2019/20 we are budgeting income of just over £4million. 
This level of confidence in our income has only been 
possible thanks to the continued support of players. 

We are proud to thank players for their support, 
and in the last three years alone we have secured 
200 pieces of press coverage, reaching more 
than 31 million people. In addition we display the 
People’s Postcode Lottery logo within our advertising 
whenever possible, and promote your support to 
our 187,000 strong social media followers.

After around three weeks of Claudia’s disappearance 
we realised that we had an enormous amount of her 
personal business that needed to be dealt with. We needed 
to move her money from one bank account to another and 
speak to her mortgage providers but we were always met 
with the same response – you’re not our customer
Peter Lawrence, father of missing Claudia
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People make People’s Postcode Lottery - the amazing 
players and their staff are passionate and energetic, 
dedicated to change the world for the better. It’s 
about the support – getting to know the heart of each 
charity up close and personal and believing in them 
to deliver their mission. You enable Missing People 
to be a lifeline when someone disappears. You make 
it possible for charities like ours to dream big and to 
collaborate; and we have certainly done that, as we 
have twice been the lucky recipients of the Dream 
Fund: in 2014 for Child Rescue Alert and in 2018 
for Search Dog Heroes. 

With the incredible backing of players over the last 
10 years, our annual income has increased by more 
than 110%. This has meant that we have been able 
to help more than double the number of people 
affected by a disappearance. As we look forward, 
and demand on our services continues to increase, 
we are ambitious to help more people and aim to 
help over 20,000 annually by 2022. 

Players of People’s Postcode Lottery are helping us 
day in and day out to save people’s lives. Players 
are a lifeline to missing children, adults and families 
with missing loved ones. Without players, we 
wouldn’t be able to shine a light of hope 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year. 

On behalf of everyone we help, and the team at 
the charity – our staff and volunteers – thank you!

Jo Youle 
Chief Executive

THANK YOU 
PLAYERS 
FOR BEING 
A LIFELINE 
WHEN 
SOMEONE 
DISAPPEARS!
IT REALLY IS SOMETHING
SPECIAL WHEN PLAYERS OF 
PEOPLE’S POSTCODE LOTTERY
SUPPORT YOUR CHARITY. 
FOR MISSING PEOPLE, AN
ORGANISATION I’VE BEEN PROUDLY 
LEADING FOR NEARLY SEVEN YEARS, 
THE FUNDING AND SUPPORT HAS 
BEEN TRANSFORMATIONAL. 
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2008 20102009 2013 2014

•  First award 
from players

•  Charity 
publishes first 
report on the 
devastating 
experience 
having a 
missing loved 
one can have 

•  Missing People 
helps to find 
missing child 
Shannon 
Matthews, 
24 days after 
she had 
disappeared.

•  Missing Rights 
campaign 
launched 

•  Launch of 
TextSafe® 
across the UK

•  New pan-
European 
Helpline for 
missing children 
launched in the 
UK (116 000)

•  £2m raised so 
far by players

•  Missing People 
collaborates 
with the 
Metropolitan 
Police to design 
a new missing 
person policy.

•  Dream Funded 
Child Rescue 
Alert launches

•  Missing Rights 
success – first 
law introduced 

•  Manifesto for 
Missing People 
published

•  Started face-
to-face support 
for children 
who have 
retuned from 
being missing 

TIMELINE

•  Live Chat launched for 
vulnerable young people

•  Research into trafficked 
and unaccompanied 
children going missing 
from care launched 
with ECPAT UK

•  Piloted new support for 
adults who have returned 
from being missing

•  Number 18 in The Sunday 
Times Best Not-For-Profit 
Organisations To Work for

•  Launched new website 
aimed at children who 
run away  – accessed over 
100,000 times

•  Missing Rights success – 
2nd law introduced 

•  Awarded Helpline of the 
Year 

•  50,000 TextSafe® messages 
of hope sent 

•  Joined the Global Missing 
Children’s Network

•  Missing People Choir 
make the final of Britain’s 
Got Talent (ITV) 

•  Missing People helps  
develop first National 
Framework for Missing 
People in Scotland 

•  Dream Fund makes new 
Search Dog Heroes project 
possible 

•  Pilot of charity-led Safe & 
Well checks in partnership 
with police 

•  Number 14 in The Sunday 
Times 100 Best Not-For-
Profit Organisations To 
Work for

2016 2017 2018



Registered office at the above address. Throughout this report we have 
used some stock imagery and changed details of the stories of missing 
people and their families to preserve their anonymity.

Missing People
284 Upper Richmond Road West
London
SW14 7JE
020 8392 4590

missingpeople.org.uk

info@missingpeople.org.uk

/missingpeople.uk

@missingpeople

@missingpeople.uk

players of People’s Postcode Lottery!

A lifeline when someone disappears

Registered charity in England and Wales (1020419) 
and in Scotland (SC047419)


